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The present ecological crisis is enough to put the fear in anyone. 
This past week scientists gave an update on global warming caused by 
the depletion of the ozone layer in the earth's atmosphere. The news 
was not good. The cutting and burning of tropical rain forests, 
expanding urbanization, the pollution of our land, air, and water 
with toxins, the destruction of whole ecosystems, and the extinction 
of animal species paints a nightmarish scenario for the future, not 
only of plant and animal life, but human life on this planet. In 1962 
Rachel Carson wrote Silent Spring in which she contended that 
unless DDT and other pesticides were banned from use, the planet 
would be unfit for all life(1). She dramatically predicted that our 
springs would be silent, because all the birds that are a part of the 
food chain affected by the toxins would fall victim. But, who cares 
about what happens to birds?   
 
In Matthew 10:24-31 Jesus addresses the potential fears of his 
disciples as they prepare to take Christ's mission to their world. 
Knowing that his followers will face a hostile environment as they 
take the message of God's reign into the world, Jesus assures them 
of God's care for them, just as God cares for the sparrow. Within the 
simple words of Jesus are some profound implications for a 
Christian understanding of ecological and human value. 
 
The order of creation has a different value within the human eye 
than it does within the divine eye. How we human beings value non-
human creation depends upon how we view its relationship to us. We 
have tended to value the created order according to its benefits for 
us. Creation has been viewed primarily as a utilitarian object, as 
something to be valued according to its use by human beings. The 
greater the benefit to humans, the greater the value. The lesser the 
benefit, the lesser the value. Jesus indicates the value placed upon 
sparrows in his day: "Are not two sparrows sold for a penny?" A half-
a-cent per sparrow. That was the monetary value placed upon 
sparrows. Sparrows, which could be easily bought in the 
marketplace, were the cheapest meal a person could buy; cheaper 
than McNuggets! Now, a camel was of greater value because of its 
benefit for human travel. As a sheep was of greater value because of 
its wool for cloth. Sparrows were part of the created order which 
was considered to be of little human value. Then, as now, the value 



placed upon certain parts of creation depended upon their benefit to 
humans. 
 
The insignificant value placed upon sparrows can symbolize for us 
today the increasing tendency toward humanity's devaluation of 
God's creation. By that I mean, the created order, including 
sparrows, has been viewed as being of little value to humans outside 
of its utilitarian benefits; that is, as something to feed, cloth, 
house, add comfort, produce goods, or bring material prosperity to 
human beings. Science, industry, technology, and capital have become 
the center of our value system, often to the detriment and 
destruction of land, water, air, and animal life. Because our values 
have been placed in that which produces human benefit, we have 
neglected to value and therefore care for God's creation in and of 
itself.  
 
A worldview which places human beings and their consuming 
appetites at the center of the cosmos lends itself to the devaluation 
of the rest of creation. We see God's creation as having value only 
in so far as it is serves the ever-increasing needs of the human as a 
consumer of goods. From this perspective nature only has 
utilitarian value. This viewpoint can leave us with a jaundiced eye 
toward creation. It can lead us to the view not just sparrows, but 
the entire animal realm, as of value only insofar as it benefits some 
human need.  
 
Our devaluation of animal life has led to the extinction of whole 
species and to unnecessary cruelty to animals. What if we reworded 
Jesus' saying about sparrows and updated it a bit? Are not monkeys 
sold for a few dollars and too often needlessly subjected to cruel 
experimentation? Are not elephants considered of no value when 
they are slaughtered just for their ivory tusks? Are not whales 
considered of little human value, when they fall victim to human 
over-consumption? Are not birds worth very little because we don't 
consider their cost when they are destroyed by our oil spills? Who 
cares about animal life and the environment as valuable in and of 
itself? According to the eye of human values, are not two sparrows 
sold for a penny? 
 
God looks at sparrows, animal life, and the whole created order 
with a different eye than we do. God values the created order 
differently. It was not God who placed the value of sparrows at 
half-a-cent. Who among us takes notice if a sparrow falls to the 
ground or a squirrel drops from a tree or the polluted streams kill 
the fish or toxins cause birds to have thin-shelled eggs that crack 
too soon? Who really cares? On the scale of human values they're 
insignificant. But, what did Jesus say about how God looks at those 
parts of creation, which are of little human value? Are not two 
sparrows sold for a penny? Yet not one of them falls to the ground 
apart from your Father. God notices, cares, and values what humans 
consider of least value in the created order! The tiniest of birds 
does not come to the end of its life and drop from the sky without 



the awareness and consent of God. The Creator of billions of 
spinning stars, planets, and galaxies has an eye on the tiny sparrow. 
 
We may not have an eye that can watch every sparrow. But, we 
humans can reflect God's awareness and care for creation. We can 
treat God's creatures either with callousness and cruelty or with 
reverence and respect. I have a memory from childhood stuck like a 
splinter in my head. It's the time I watched as a neighbor boy, 
considered the school bully, shot a sparrow down to the ground 
with his bee-bee gun. And as the poor bird was fluttering on the 
ground I shuttered with pain as he, for the fun of it, pumped a rifle 
full of bee-bees into the bird until it lay on the ground lifeless. He 
walked away without a second thought. Why should he have cared 
about that bird? Isn't a sparrow just worth half a cent?  
 
Have you ever nurtured a fallen bird until it could fly again? I 
remember a sparrow that once flew smack into my window where I 
was working and knocked itself silly. I picked it up, wrapped it in a 
warm cloth and laid it down to rest. After a while the bird regained 
its senses and flew to a tree limb. In this simple act I felt like I had 
done something significant. We can treat creation with respect, as 
something of intrinsic value, or we can treat nature with disregard 
or even cruelty. 
 
In the summer of 1979 a widely publicized event occurred in the 
central English village of Brant Broughton, when a "chirpy" 
sparrow got trapped in the rafters of St. Helen's Parish Church and 
broke into song during a guitar recital being recorded for a radio 
broadcast. Reverend Robin Clark, the church rector, asked the 
congregation to leave, summoned a marksman with an air gun, and had 
the offending sparrow shot. The killing of this sparrow became big 
news in England, the U.S., and all over the world, with the front 
page of the London Daily Telegraph announcing, "Rev. Robin orders 
death of sparrow." Editorials and public opinion strongly condemned 
the act and many were reminded of the Psalm that says that sparrows 
are welcome in the House of the Lord (Ps. 84:2-5). Maybe those who 
thought the act offensive were in some small way mirroring God's 
care for the sparrow. 
 
Now, I'm not going to say all hunting or killing of animals is evil. I'm 
not advocating vegetarianism. I am saying one should respect and 
honor God's gift of creation. My point is human disregard and lack of 
care for nature does not reflect God's view of creation. God watches 
over the tiny sparrow. At least this means sparrows, animal life, and 
the whole created order, down to its seemingly insignificant parts, 
are under God's caring eye. God values the created order in its 
minutest detail. According to Job 39-41, God also cares about hawks 
and horses, hippopotamus and crocodile. After the flood God made a 
covenant not only with the humans, but with every living creature. 
The Ten Commandments include a admonition for the rest of animals 
on the Sabbath. God's values are reflected in Proverbs 12:10, which 
says: "the righteous care for their animals, but the mercy of the 



wicked is cruel." "The Lord is good to all, and merciful, and his 
compassion is over every living thing." "O Lord, you preserve both 
humans and animals." These words from Scripture reflect God's 
values. God is aware not only that whole animal species are 
disappearing at a rate of one every twenty-five minutes, but notices 
when one sparrow falls. You may not have thought of it in this way, 
but God is a most skilled bird watcher! 
 
God's watchfulness and care doesn't mean that God stops every 
sparrow from falling, anymore than God stops the hairs from 
falling from our heads or trees from being felled in the tropical 
rain forests or his disciples from falling into persecution. Jesus 
didn't promise his disciples that God would keep them from hostility 
or martyrdom as they prepared to go on Christ's mission. Neither are 
we promised that, because we are God's children, we will not fall or 
be hurt or endure pain or die. And yet, God is aware when the 
smallest of sparrows falls to the ground. 
 
If God notices, values, and cares about a tiny sparrow, then how 
much more must God notice, value, and care about us. So, why should 
we fear? That's the whole point of Jesus' argument. God notices, 
values, and cares about the tiny sparrow that falls to the ground. 
So, don't be afraid, for you are of more value than many sparrows. 
Why, even your hairs, those tiny, insignificant strands of protein on 
our head, are numbered! Some of us men who are getting older know 
that truth experientially! I think numbers 1,038 through 1,050 fell 
from my head just yesterday. And when we get older and thinner on 
top, it is not just God who counts the number of hairs on our heads 
and notices when one falls to the ground! If God notices the fall of 
sparrows and the individual hairs on our head, then surely God 
knows and values us. So, we have no need for fear or worry. 
 
Remember what Jesus said concerning worrying about our lives? The 
birds of the air neither sow nor reap nor gather into barns, and yet 
God feeds them. Are you not of more value? Look at the lilies of the 
field and the grass. God cares for them. Are you not more valuable? 
Yes, God values creation, the whole ecological system, but even more 
so, God values human life. 
 
Some environmentalists want to place everything within the created 
order on an equal level of value; spores and sparrows, humans and 
humpbacks. Biblical faith makes a distinction between the values of 
animal and human life. Someone has said that "the notion that a 
mosquito has the same value as a human being is simply incredible 
and without foundation in either Scripture or reason. Reverence for 
all life, yes. Equal reverence for all life, no." If you had the choice 
between saving a sparrow, or even a flock of sparrows, or a human 
life, which would you save? How we answer reveals where we place 
greater value. 
 
The biblical distinction between animal and human life is grounded 
in the belief that we, male and female, are made in the image of God. 



This doesn't give us license to exploit nor exhaust nature, but 
rather to be stewards of creation. To be in God's image doesn't mean 
we view creation as of little value except as it benefits us. This 
perspective will only cause us to dominate the created order in an 
abusive or exploitative way. To be in God's image is to care about 
creation. We might remember that in many ways we are the same as 
animals. As physical creatures we share a commonality with animal 
life. As the writer of Ecclesiastes reminds us:  
 
…with regard to human beings, God is testing them to show that they 
are but animals. For the fate of humans and the fate of animals is 
the same; as one dies, so dies the other. They all, have the same 
breath, and humans have no advantage over the 
animals...(Ecclesiastes 3:18-19). 
 
And yet, even as we acknowledge our commonality with the created 
order and its value in God's eyes, human life is still of immense 
value to God. 
 
 So, just as we should reverence and value nature, even more so we 
should reverence and value human life. And because nature, animal, 
and human life are interdependent, care needs to be given 
holistically, just as God cares both for the sparrow and the human 
creature. To value human life, as God values it, will mean being good 
stewards of the environment of which we are in integral part. To 
value human life as God values it will mean ending the violence in 
our land and reducing the money and energy that fear spends 
clawing for a handful of security by amassing weapons of human 
destruction. To value human life as God values it will mean changing 
the political and economic policies that exploit and oppress the poor 
for the benefit of the few and the wealthy. If God cares about the 
tiny sparrow, then surely God cares about the least of these our 
brothers and sisters on this planet. 
 
If we take Jesus' words to heart, we need not live in fear of a hostile 
environment, martyrdom, personal tragedy, family disruption, 
national conflicts, ecological disaster, or an apocalyptic end of the 
world at the turn of the millennium. But rather fear the one who 
made all things great and small and live in trust that God cares 
about us and all of creation. Our task is to reflect the divine care 
and value  God places upon even the smallest part of creation, as 
well as upon human life. We need not fear. Rather, we can say with 
confidence: I will not fear. For God's eye is on the sparrow, so I know 
God watches me.     
 
 
(1) Rachel Carson, Silent Spring (Boston: Houghton Mifflin), 1962. 
 


